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. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Dresden Nuclear Power Station, Units 2 & 3 
NRC Inspection Report 50-237/98026, 50-249/98026 

This routine inspection included aspects of licensee operations, engineering, maintenance, and 
plant support. The report covers a 7-week period of resident inspection. 

Operations 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

The licensee declared the Unit 3 high pressure coolant injection (HPCI) system 
inoperable due to the failure of the gland seal leakoff (GSLO) condenser level control 
system to perform its safety-related function. As discussed in Section E4.1, the 
inspectors recognized the licensee's efforts to address problems with the GSLO 
condenser, however, this repeat failure of this HPCI subsystem showed that the 
licensee's prior corrective actions to address this issue were not effective enough to 
correct the deficiency. (Section 02.1) 

The setpoints for the heat trace on the post-accident sampling system were less than 
setpoints listed on a local placard. The actual value for one heat trace line was drifting 
below the alarm setpoint listed in an annunciator procedure, but no alarm actuated. The 
licensee failed to assure that this condition was detected during routine rounds. 
(Section 02.2) · 

Overall control room performance was good. Performance outs.ide of the control room 
was acceptable with respect to performing procedurally-required rounds, but was not as 
effective at identifying issues outside of the rounds procedures. ·(Section 04.1) 

Procedural inadequacy and inattention to detail on the part of the operators directly 
caused a reactor protection system half-scram condition during turbine control. valve 
testing. These errors were self-revealing and were similar in nature to other items 
documented in this report that were indicative of a lack of a questioning attitude. 
(Section 04.2) · 

Inadequate work procedures, combined with weak maintenance practices, caused the 
3C circulating water pump discharge valve to fail open with the pump secured, which 
resulted in a significant challenge to the control room operators. Operators responded 
appropriately and correctly implemented the abnormal operating procedures to prevent 
the transient from getting worse. (Section 04.3) 

Inadequate out-of-service (OOS) directions resulted in the initiation of work on the fire 
protection system that was outside of the established tag out boundary. It was fortuitous 
that the system breached was at low pressure and that no significant adverse 
consequences resulted from the errors. (Section 04.4) 
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· · • Work activities on major unscheduled items were performed well. Routine scheduled 
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• 

work was usually performed well. However, inadequate maintenance restoration on the v 
circulating water system required the operators to perform a rapid load drop. 
(Section M1 .1) · 

• Personnel error and lack of attention to detail during the performance of a routine task 
resulted in the initiation of the safety-related standby gas treatment system (SGT$). 
This self-revealing item was similar in nature to other challenges to unit operations that 
resulted from personnel error. (Section M4.1) 

• An electrical equipment labeling error, identified during installation of a modification on 
the 28 shutdown cooling pump, presented a challenge to electrical maintenance 
technicians and control room operators; the Unit 2 unit supervisor placed the work in a 
Hold status until the discrepancy could be resolved. Maintenance department 
expectations for resolution of the discrepancy were inconsistent with Operations 
department expectations. The event, while of low safety consequence, demonstrated 
inconsistent expectations between station departments during the conduct of safety
related work. (Section M4.2) 

• Work observed during maintenance on the low pressure coolant injection system was 
performed in accordance with procedures. Good communications and interactions 
between maintenance, engfneering, and operations allowed the activities to be 
completed within the planned time frame without any major delays or issues. 
(Section M4.3) 

Engineering 

• 

• 

• 

The licensee was pro-active in following up on the original plan to reduce scrams, 
derates, and challenges, and identified that progress had stalled. Corrective actions 
established ownership of the plan's recommendations to maintain progress in 
implementation. (Section E2.1) · 

The inspectors concluded that the licensee's troubleshooting and investigation plan for 
the high pressure coolant injection system (HPCI) failures was thorough. However, the 
inspectors continue to be concerned about the number of HPCI failures over the past 
two years. The licensee established a team to perform a point-by-point review of the 
HPCI system. (Section E4.1) 

The heat trace system temperature controllers for the post accident monitoring system 
were not set correctly and were not in the routine calibration program. The design 
temperature specifications provided by the licensee regarding system operability were 
inconsistent. (Section E4.2) 
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Plant Support 

• The licensee decontaminated a large portion of the Unit 3 torus basement. Unit 2 torus 
basement decontamination was planned. (Section R2.1) 

• The inspectors identified an emergent negative trend in Unit 3 drywell air chemistry. 
Though minor, the issue revealed a lack of coordination and communication between 
departments with respect to early identification of potential drywell. leaks. (Section R4.1) 

• The security force showed mixed performance. The security staff twice intercepted 
prohibited items prior to the items being introduced to the plant. However, personnel 
errors within security resulted in the unplanned outage of an electronic zone. 
(Section S4.1) 
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Report Details 

Summary of Plant Status 

Unit 2 began this inspection period near full power. During the period, the operators reduced 
· load to swap feedwater pumps following a leak on one pump, reduced load to investigate a high 

oil level alarm on 28 recirculation pump motor's lower bearing and dropped below 25 percent 
and performed single loop operations for 2A reactor recirculation motor/generator brush 
replacement and oil addition to the 2A upper and lower bearings. 

Unit 3 began this inspection period at full power. On October 30, 1998, the operators 
decreased power to about 550 MWe because of a failed-open discharge valve on the 
3C circulating water pump. The licensee used a hydraulic operator to close the valve and 
returned Unit 3 to near full power. Unit 3 remained near full power throughout the remainder of 
the period. 

Full power on both units was limited by main steam flow to remain within analyzed limits. The 
licensee removed the steam flow restrictions and increased power on November 8, 1998. Full 
power was still not achieved because the turbine control valves reached the 90 percent open 
limit. The licensee planned to address the limit during each unit's next refueling outage. 

01 

I. Operations 

Conduct of Operations 

General Comments (71707) 

Using Inspection Procedure 71707, the inspectors conducted frequent reviews of 
ongoing plant operations. In general, the conduct of operations was professional and 
safety-conscious; specific events and noteworthy observations are detailed in the 
sections below. 

During the inspection period, several events occurred, some that required prompt 
notification of the NRC per 10 CFR 50.72 or licensee event reports (LERs) per 
10 CFR 50. 73. The events are listed below: 

11/16/98 

10/29/98 

1on198 

(Units 2/3) Safeguards system degradations related to 
detection/monitoring 

(Unit 3) HPCI declared inoperable due to the failure of the gland seal leak 
off (GSLO) condenser hot well drain pump to control level in the GSLO 
condenser during the quarterly operability surveillance. 

(Unit 3) Isolation condenser inoperable due to a potential failure of a 
reactor coolant isolation valve. This notification was subsequently 
retracted by the licensee. 
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02 Operational Status of Facilities and Equipment 

02.1 High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) System (Unit 3) 

a. Inspection Scope (71707) 

The inspector reviewed the status of the Unit 3 HPCI system. 

b. Observations and Findings 

On October 29, 1998, the licensee performed the quarterly operability surveillance for 
the Unit 3 HPCI system. During this test, the gland seal leakoff (GSLO) condenser level 
high/lo alarm was received in the control room. The nuclear station operator (NSO) that 
performed the surveillance indicated that upon receipt of the alarm, the GSLO drain 
pump "ON" light was not illuminated on the main control room control panel. Following 
the annunciator procedures, the operator immediately requested a non-licensed 
operator (NLO) who was in the HPCI room, to verify the GSLO condenser level using 
the hot well sight glass. The NLO verified that the level in the GSLO condenser was 
high and rising despite the drain pump operating within expected discharge pressure 
range. In accordance with procedures, the NSO then tripped the HPCI system turbine. 
The HPCI system was then declared inoperable. 

Since September of 1997, the licensee has declared the HPCI system inoperable 
six times for Units 2 and 3 due to the failure of the GSLO condenser to perform its 
safety-related function. In previous inspection reports, the inspectors expressed 
concerns about the licensee's inability to alleviate problems associated with the HPCI 
systems' GSLO condenser level control systems. In Section E4.1, the inspectors 
discuss the results of the licensee's investigation into this event and the corrective 
actions proposed to addressed issues resulting from the investigation. 

c. Conclusion 

The licensee declared the Unit 3 HPCI system inoperable due to the failure of the GSLO 
condenser level control system ·to perform its safety-related function. As discussed in 
Section E4.1, the inspectors recognized the licensee's efforts to address the problems 
with the GSLO condenser. However, this repeat failure of this HPCI subsystem showed 
that the licensee's prior corrective actions to address this issue were not effective in 
correcting the deficiency. 

02.2 Post-Accident Drywell and Torus Sample Lines' Heat Trace 

a. Inspection Scope (71707) 

As follow-up to routine plant inspection, the inspectors investigated the impact of 
apparently low heat trace settings on the post accident containment sample lines . 
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... b. Observations and Findings 

On October 21, 1998, during routine inspection of the auxiliary equipment electric room, 
the inspectors noted that the setpoints on the heat trace controllers for the post loss of 
coolant accident containment hydrogen and oxygen analyzer were too low. Signs 
posted above the controllers said that the setpoints should be 165°F and 220°F, 
however, the actual values were 163°F and 212°F. 

Three of the controllers were analog and one was digital. The digital readout showed 
the current temperature and was showing that the temperature drifted above and below 
its setpoint. The drift around the setpoint was expected for the controller. However, as 
will be discussed below, the drift went below the alarm value listed in the annunciator 
procedure, therefore, the drift was a cause for concern. 

The discrepancies were turned over to the operations staff. The licensee entered the 
errors into the corrective action system via PIF#D1998-05580. 

The following day, the inspectors discussed the issue resolution with operatioas staff 
members. The staff members informed the inspectors that the heat trace setpoints 
were corrected per the Dresden annunciator procedure. The inspectors reviewed the 
procedure and noted that the alarm setpoints listed in the procedure were higher than 
one of the actual values shown on the heat trace controllers and indicators. The 
inspectors also noted that the digital indicator readings had drifted below the listed alarm 
setpoints, but no alarm had annunciated in the control room. 

Operations requested the engineering staff to review the concerns. Additional 
discussion of this issue, including operability, is contained in Section E4.2 of this report. 

The inspectors noted that operations staff members passed by the heat trace controllers 
every shift during performance of routine rounds. However, the operators failed to note 
that the setpoint values clearly shown on the controllers were less than the requirements 
posted on a sign above the controllers. This failure to identify the setpoint deficiencies. 
by the operators demonstrated a weakness in performance of routine plant monitoring. 

c. Conclusions 

The setpoints for the heat trace on the post-accident se1mpling system were less than 
setpoints listed on a local placard. The actual value for one heat trace line was drifting 
below the alarm setpoint listed in an annunciator procedure, however, no alarm 
annunciated. The licensee failed to assure that the condition was detected during 
routine rounds. 
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a. 

Operator Knowledge and Performance 

General Performance 

Inspection Scope (71707. 61726) 

The inspectors monitored the licensee's progress toward arresting an increase in basic 
operational errors. 

b. Observations and Findings 

Inspection reports 98019 and 98021 documented technical specification compliance 
errors and incorrect equipment manipulation errors. The operators and the station 

· management emphasized the use of self-check and verifications as part of the 
corrective actions. 

Good performance was noted during the single loop operations required to perform 
work on the recirculation system. The work required entry into the drywell. 

Control Room Performance 

Control room operations were generally good. The inspectors noted that the operators .. 
used appropriate peer checks and communications. The operators appropriately used 
and followed procedures. Pre-evolution briefs observed were good, and included 
discussions of technical specifications and of contingency plans. 

Outside control room Performance 

In previous reports, the NRC documented the inspectors' discovery of equipment 
abnormalities that should have been identified by non-licensed operators during routine 
rounds. The trend continued during this period, as evidenced by the inspectors' 
discovery of incorrectly set heat tracing on post-accident sampling lines. During tours of 
the recently de-contaminated Unit 3 torus basement, the inspectors also identified 
several issues, including contaminated water in a clean area and a lock that was 
normally used only on "Locked" valves. The issues found by the inspectors during this 
period were not specific tour items assigned to the non-licensed operators. The 
inspectors found no errors or concerns with the non-licensed operators' performance of 
the specific steps required to be logged, or otherwise verified during rounds, and the 
inspectors recognized that non-licensed operators identified significant issues outside of 
normal rounds during this period. However, the fact that the inspectors continued to .find 
problems with safety-related or Technical Specification related equipment demonstrated 
that the licensee missed opportunities fo identify important issues that were outside of 
the procedurally-driven rounds. 

The licensee also identified some problems with identifying and promptly correcting · 
problems outside of the control room. For example, a person from the safety and 
properly loss prevention team noted that one cylinder: of Halon for the auxiliary electrical 
equipment room was low in pressure and initiated an action request. Subsequent 
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c. 

screening by licensed and non-licensed staff failed to identify that the low cylinder 
pressure caused the auxiliary electrical equipment room's fire suppression to be 
inoperable. The licensee performed a prompt investigation into the event and re
emphasized the importance of the operability screening provided by licensed staff. 

Conclusions 

Overall control room performance was good. Performance outside of the control room· 
was acceptable with respect to performing procedurally-required rounds, but was not as 
effective at identifying issues outside of the rounds procedures. · 

04.2 Inadvertent Half Scram During Turbine Control Valve Testing 

a. Inspection Scope (71707) 

b~ 

The inspectors reviewed the circumstances surrounding a self-revealing personnel error 
that occurred during the performance of turbine control valve testing. 

Observations and Findings 

On October 25, 1998, operators performed Dresden Operating Surveillance 
(DOS) 0500-09, "Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure (Load Reject) Scram Circuit 
Functional Test." During performance of the test~ operators received an unexpected 
reactor protection system (RPS) half-scram signal. The operating crew secured testing, 
reset the half-scram condition, and initiated a prompt investigation into the receipt of the 
unexpected half-scram signal. The licensee documented the occurrence via problem 
identification form (PIF) D1998-05643. 

The licensee's prompt investigation efforts revealed that the operating crew had 
selected the incorrect RPS test box. Contributing factors included procedural adequacy 
and operator attention-to-detail concerns that were self-revealing· as a result of the 
unexpected half-scram. The expected response was for the RPS test box to light; 
however, because the wrong RPS test box had been sele~ted, an unexpected half
scram signal was generated. There were two test devices available to the operators. 
The surveillance procedure did not specify which device to use; however, the test 
devices themselves were labeled with respect to which procedures were to be used. 
The devices themselves were not interchangeable. The licensee identified that the 
training on the test devices was inadequate because operators misunderstood the 
procedure equipment requirements and disregarded the equipment label. The 
inspectors and licensee determined that this was indicative of poor attention-to-detail 
practices and demonstrated a lack of a questioning attitude. 

Additionally, the procedural barriers against errors were weak. Procedure DOS 0500-09 
directed that contact openings be verified without producing a half-scram by the use of 
the RPS test box. The procedure referenced only the use of the RPS test box and did 
not specify which of the two test devices to use. The licensee initiated corrective actions 
to further train the operating crews on the test devices and also initiated actions to clarify 
the surveillance procedure with respect to which specific test device was to be used to 
prevent an unnecessary half-scram condition. Criterion V, "Instructions, Procedures. 
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C. 

and Drawings," of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50, requires, in part, that activities 
affecting quality be prescribed by instructions appropriate to the circumstances. 
Contrary to the above, the instructions used to perform the turbine control valve 
surveillance were not appropriate because they did not specify the correct test 
equipment to be used. This non-repetitive, self-revealing, and licensee corrected 
violation is being treated as a Non~cited Violation, consistent with Section Vll.8.1 of the 
NRC Enforcement Policy (NCV 50-237;249/98026-01 ). · 

Conclusions 

Procedural inadequacy and inattention to detail .on the part of the operators directly 
caused the 3C circulating water pump discharge valve to fail open with the pump 
secured, which resulted in a reactor protection system half-scram condition during 
turbine control valve testing. The errors were self-revealing and were similar in nature 
to other items documented in this report that were indicative of a lack of a questioning 
attitude. 

04.3 Operator Response to Circulating Water Pump Discharge Valve's Failure to Close 

a. Inspection Scope (71707) 

The inspectors reviewed operator response to a plant transient caused by maintenance . 
errors. The 3C circulating water pump discharge valve failed to close following 
maintenance repairs and the resultant drop in main condenser vacuum required the 
operators to enter the abnormal operating procedures for loss of vacuum and circulating 
water. 

b. Observations and Findings 

On October 31, 1998, the 3C circulating water pump discharge valve failed in the open 
position with the pump secured. The failure was directly attributable to deficiencies 
associated with maintenance on the valve (reference Section M1 .1 of this report for 
further details concerning the cause of the valve failure). The valve failure allowed 
reverse flow through the line, which caused reverse rotation of the pump. The backflow 
through the line resulted in a decrease in main condenser vacuum. The operators 
entered the abnormal procedure for circulating water system failure and dropped reactor 
recirculation flow in preparation for a reactor scram on loss of condenser vacuum. The 
operators initially dropped load from approximately 800 MWe to approximately 
700 MWe. This initial emergency load drop arrested the decline in condenser vacuum. 
Operators conservatively reduced load further to approximately 550 MWe in anticipation 
of further circulating water system problems. 

· Following the emergency load drop, operators established contingency plans to 
manually scram the reactor if condenser vacuum dropped to a preset level. of 
23" vacuum (initial main condenser values were approximately 27" vacuum and dropped 
to approximately 25" vacuum before stabilizing). The licensee investigated methods to 
close and gag the discharge valve and also evaluated the condition of the circulating 
water pump for any adverse consequences as a result of the reverse rotation . 
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The operators performed well in response to an unexpected challenge to unit operations 
. and prevented the transient from getting worse. However, it was fortuitous that the 
event occurred during a time of cool ambient temperatures since warmer temperatures 
would have likely increased the severity of both the decrease observed in main · 
condenser vacuum and the rate of decrease experienced by the operators. The 
inspectors were also concerned because at the time of the transient, the HPCI system 
was inoperable due to a prior, unrelated problem (reference Section E4.1 of this report 
concerning HPCI system material condition problems). Had the transient been severe 
enough to result in a reactor scram, the primary source of emergency high pressure 
injection was unavailable to the operators. 

c. Conclusion 

Inadequate work procedures, combined with weak maintenan.ce practices, caused the 
3C circulating water pump discharge valve to fail open with the pump secured, which 
resulted in a significant challenge to the control room operators. Operators responded 
appropriately and correctly implemented the abnormal operating procedures to prevent 
the transient from getting worse. 

04.4 Out of Service Error Results in Maintena·nce Activities Outside of TagoutBoundary 

a. Inspection Scope (71707) 

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's investigation of, and circumstances associated 
with, the establishment of an°inadequate out of service that resulted in the initiation of 
maintenance activities outside of the tagout boundary. 

b. Observations and Findings 

On November 9, 1998, operators established an out of service to support repairs of a 
pinhole leak on fire protection system piping. Maintenance personnel verified the out of 
service cards and valve positions per the checklist in accordance with department 
expectations. When maintenance personnel began cutting the pipe to remove the 
damaged section, they observed water spraying from the pipe, indicating that it was still 
pressurized. 

The maintenance supervisor and operators investigated and determined that the pinhole 
leak and piping cut were outside of the established out of service boundary. The 
licensee documented the occurrence via PIF 01998-05901 and initiated a prompt 
investigation to determine the cause of the event. The licensee identified that the out of 
service preparer did not perform a walkdown of the job, but instead relied on a verbal 
description of the leak location from the system engineer. The work request for the 
repair of the pinhole leak was not attached to the out of service when a second operator 
performed the out of service verification. Additionally, the out of service request for the 
leak repair did not suggest work boundaries or clearly state the scope of the work. 

While the event held low regulatory significance (the work was associated with a 
nonsafety-related system), it was fortuitous that it occurred on a low pressure system 
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and that the physical consequences were not more severe. The licensee's prompt · 
investigation into the event was thorough and the recommendation to perform a full root 
cause investigation was sound. The inspectors will review the licensee's final root cause 
report and corrective actions through the routine inspection process. 

c. Conclusions 

Inadequate out of service directions resulted in the initiation of work on the fire 
protection system that was outside of the established tagout boundary. It was fortuitous 
that the system breached was at low pressure and that no significant adverse 
consequences resulted from the errors. · 

II. Maintenance 

M1 Conduct of Maintenance 

M1 .1 General Maintenance 

a. Inspection Scope (62707. 61726) 

• b. 

The inspectors reviewed the planning and performance of work on major equipment. 
The reviews included direct observation of work, monitoring of post-work critiques, and 
assessment of post-maintenance critiques . 

Observations and Findings 

Several significant emergent or infrequent issues were addressed during this period. 
For example, a diesel cooling water pump failed while in service, the HPCI system 
GSLO condenser level control failed, a circulating water pump discharge valve failed 
open, and plant design and material condition required entry into single loop operations 
for recirculation pump motor oil addition and motor-generator set brush replacement. 
Throughout performance of work on these major tasks, the licensee strove to assure 
that the correct resources were assigned to the tasks. 

The inspectors determined that the workers and managers assigned to the major tasks 
were knowledgeable and performing well. The licensee assured that courses of action 
were clear, and that parallel paths were being pursued to return equipment to operable 
within the times required by the technical specifications. 

Routine schec;luled work generally was completed within the scheduled time, and the 
equipment returned to operabl~ as planned. The licensee did identify an increase in the 
rework rate this period, but the increase was due to inclusion of additional working 
groups that had been inadvertently omitted; the increase was not due to a sudden 
reduction in the quality of work. Spot checks of routine scheduled work by the 
inspectors did not identify any discrepancies. 
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The previous inspection report discussed that the licensee had identified a negative 
trend in the performance of the electrical maintenance department staff. The licensee 
took steps to address this, and the number of errors decreased. However, the 
inspectors noted that the licensee failed to assure that the procedures and knowledge 
used to perform work on a circulating water pump discharge valve's motor operator were 
adequate; the limit switches on the valve's motor operator were left unengaged following 
limit switch re-installation. When the valve was given an open signal, the valve over 
traveled, and broke its mechanical stops. The operators secured the circulating water 
pump, and a significant portion of the water from the other two pumps back flowed 

. through the failed valve. The operators were forced to decrease reactor power to 
maintain vacuum in the condenser. The valve's operator was subsequently repaired, 
and the valve and pump returned to service. The licensee's investigation into the event 
was not completed at the.end of this inspection report period. However, preliminary 
corrective actions included raising the personnel requirements to work on motor 
operated valves and better post-maintenance testing. 

c. Conclusions 

Work activities on major unscheduled items were performed well. Routine scheduled 
work was usually performed well. However, inadequate maintenance restoration on the 
circulating water system required the operators to perform a rapid load drop. 

M4 Maintenance Staff Knowledge and Performance 

M4.1 Reactor Building Ventilation Trip and Automatic Start of Standby Gas Treatment System 
Due to Personnel Error 

a. Inspection Scope (62707. 61726) 

The inspectors reviewed the circumstances associated with a self-revealing personnel 
error that resulted in a trip of the reactor building ventilation system and automatic 
initiati9n of the safety-re_lated standby gas treatment system (SGTS). 

b. Observations arid Findings 

On October 8, 1998, instrument maintenance department technicians performed 
Dresden instrument surveillance (DIS) 1700-21, "Reactor Building Ventilation Radiation 
Monitor Channel Calibration," and, due to personnel error, caused an automatic initiation 
of the safety-related SGTS. During the performance of the surveillance, the procedural 
steps correctly required that the technician adjust the TRIP CHECK ADJUST 
potentiometer. The instrument maintenance department technician turned the power 

· supply knob for the radiation monitor to the OFF position instead. While the knobs were 
clearly labeled, they were similar in appearance and located near each other on the 
same panel. The loss of power to the radiation monitor caused the reactor building 
ventilation system to trip and the SGTS to automatically initiate . 
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c. 

• M4.2 

a. 

The licensee secured performance of the test and documented the occurrence via 
PIF 01998-05438. Operators restored plant systems per operational needs and the 
Shift Manager directed the performance of a prompt investigation into the event. There 
were minimal safety consequences as a result of the event and the inspectors did not 
disagree with the licensee's conclusion that the event was caused primarily by an 
individual failure to follow the procedural requirements due to a failure to adequately 
perform self-checking. 

The licensee counseled the individual involved, and subsequently utilized peer checks 
by a second qualified technician, to satisfactorily complete the surveillance test. · 
Criterion V, "Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings," of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50, 
requires, in part, that activities affecting quality be prescribed by instructions appropriate 
to the circumstances and be accomplished according to those instructions. Contrary to 
the above, the instrument maintenance department technician did not follow the written 
surveillance instructions for the Reactor Building Ventilation Radiation Monitor Channel 
Calibration and, consequently, caused an unexpected automatic initiation of the 
safety-related SGTS. This non-repetitive, self-revealing, and licensee corrected 
violation is· being treated .as a Non-cited Violation, consistent with Section Vll.B.1 of the 
NRC Enforcement Policy (NCV 50-237;249/98026-02). 

Conclusions 

Personnel error and lack of attention to detail during the performance of a routine task 
resulted in the initiation of the safety-related SGTS. This self-revealing item was similar 
in nature to other challenges to unit operations that resulted from personnel error . 

Design Error in Shutdown Cooling Pump Modification 

Inspection Scope (62707. 61726) 

The inspectors reviewed licensee actions with respect to modification paperwork errors 
and personnel actions associated with the installation of a modification implemented to 
remove an existing operator work around. 

b. Observations and Findings 

• 

On November 11, 1998, electrical maintenance personnel performed an equipment 
walkdown prior to installing a modification on the 28 shutdown cooling pump. Jhe 
modification was designed to eliminate an operator workaround associated with the 
starting sequence of the shutdown cooling pumps. During the equipment walkdowns, 
the electrical maintenance technicians identified that two terminal blocks in the same 
electrical. panel had the same equipment identificati0n number. The licensee 
documented the problem via PIF D1998-05873. · 

The inspectors interviewed maintenance and operations department personnel and 
·reviewed control room logs and the licensee generated PIF. The inspectors determined 
that the maintenance and operations·departments held different expectations for the 
resolution of problems identified during the conduct of work. The electrical maintenance 
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identify the correct terminal block, complete the job, and document the discrepancy 
afterwards via the PIF process. When the technicians discussed the matter with the 
control room Unit Supervisor, the operations department staff placed the work in a Hold 
status and coached the electrical maintenance supervisor on the proper methodology 
for performing and managing error-free work. The work package was corrected and the 
work subsequently performed satisfactorily. 

The inspectors discussed the matter with maintenance department management and 
were informed that the actions of the electrical supervisor met department expectations 
for resolving errors identified during the course of work. The actions did not meet 
operations department expectations as the Unit Supervisor placed the work in a "Hold" 
status and did not allow the work to proceed until the discrepancy was resolved. While 
this specific modification was subsequently installed without incident, the inspectors 
were concerned with the potential for error that existed due to different departmental 
expectations with respect to accomplishing safety-related work. 

c. Conclusions 

An electrical equipment labeling error identified during installation of a modification on 
the 28 shutdown cooling pump presented a challenge to maintenance technicians and 
control room operators; the Unit 2 unit supervisor placed the work in a "Hold" status until 
the discrepancy could be resolved, Maintenance department expectations for resolution 
of the discrepancy were inconsistent with Operations department expectations. The 
event, while of low safety consequence, demonstrated inconsistent expectations 
between station departments during the conduct of safety-related work . 

. · M4.3 Division I Low Pressure Coolant Injection (LPCI) System Maintenance 

• 

a. Inspection Scope (62707) 

The inspector reviewed maintenance activities during the Unit 2 Division 1 LPCI System 
planned outage. 

b. Observations and Findings 

The inspectors obser\ted maintenance personnel using good communications, foreign 
material exclusion controls, and rad worker practices. When questioned about work 
activities and procedural steps, maintenance personnel were aware of the purpose and 
status of the work being performed.· Additionally, the LPCI system engineer was 
engaged in work activities answering questions and clarifying work instruction when 
needed. 

The inspectors also noted that interactions between the maintenance and operations 
department personnel were crisp, which allowed the unit supervisors to maintain good 
order in the control room. On a number of occasions maintenance workers stopped and 
discussed activities with the unit supervisor and the nuclear station operators to ensure 
the work being performed would not deviate from any technical or administrative 
requirements . 
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c. Conclusion 

The inspectors concluded that work observed during this maintenance activity was 
performed in accordance with procedures. The inspectors also observed good 
communications and interactions between maintenance, engineering, and operations, 
which allowed the activities to be completed within the planned time frame without any 
major delays or issues. 

Ill. Engineering 

E2 Engineering Support of Facilities and Equipment 

E2.1 Scram-Oerate-Challenge Team Status Update 

a. Inspection Scope (62707. 61726) 

The inspectors reviewed the status and progress of the licensee's Scram-Oerate
Challenge (SOC) team established earlier in the year. 

b. · Observations and Findings 

. Earlier in the calendar year, the licensee established a Scram-Oerate-Challenge team to 
address and correct some of the root causes behind an excessive number of reactor 
scrams from power (reference NRC Inspection Report 50-237/249-980019). The 
inspectors had concluded that the licensee's initiative was a positive one, provided that 
the station followed up on the team's recommendations and implemented applicable 
portions of the proposed plan. Licensee personnel, in a follow-up review of the plan's 
status, identified that station progress towards implementing the plan had stalled. The 
second team's charter was to review and validate that plans established by the original 
SOC team were complete, executable, and consistent with station priorities. The 
second team identified areas where the original plan's recommendations and open 
items were not being tracked or had not been scheduled for implementation. License 
personnel provided recommendations and established owners to ensure that progress 
towards implementing the original SOC team recommendations was maintained. 

c. Conclusions 

The licensee was pro-active in following up on the original plan and identifying that 
progress had stalled. Corrective actions established ownership of the plan's 
recommendations to maintain progress in implementation . 
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E4 Engineering Staff Knowledge and Performance 

E4.1 (Unit 3) High Pressure Coolant Injection System (HPCI} 

a. Inspection Scope (71707; 37551) 

On October 29, 1998, the Unit 3 HPCI system was unable to complete its quarterly 
operability surveillance due to problems associated with the gland seal leakoff 
condenser level control. The inspectors assessed the licensee's troubleshooting efforts 
regarding the failure of the gland seal leakoff (SGLO) pump to control the condenser 
level. The review included follow up of the licensee's investigation, review of the 
troubleshooting plan, review of HPCl's vendor manual, and discussions with personnel. 

b. Observations and Findings 

Background Information 

The October 29th event was the seventh time since January 1997 that the HPCI system 
had been declared inoperable due to problems associated with the GSLO condenser 
level control system. Five of these instances occurred during execution of quarterly 
operability surveillances. Before the most recent GSLO level control system failure, 
past licensee actions to eliminate this ongoing problem included the following: 

1) Troubleshot the GSLO condenser's high level alarm and drain pump start 
switches, 

2)' boroscoped the associate gland seal leak off condenser piping, and 
3) upgraded the type of gland seal leak off condenser level switches to a more 

reliable design 

The licensee installed the newer design switches in both the Unit 2 and 3 HPCI systems 
in February 1998. As part of the corrective action efforts, the licensee functionally 
tested the gland seal leak off condenser level control system for both the Unit 2 and 
Unit 3 HPCI systems. Initially, the system was tested weekly. Eventually the test 
frequency was relaxed to monthly. Since the initial installation of the newer design 
switches, there was only one other instance (in May 1998) where the level control 
system failed to perform its intended duty. 

Investigation and Troubleshooting Plan 

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's troubleshooting plan and the actions taken to 
address issues uncovered by this plan. 

The licensee developed two problem statements to address the two potential concerns 
that evolved during the surveillance test. The first concern stemmed from-the nuclear 
station operator's statement that the GSLO condenser pump "ON" light on the main 
control room panel was not illuminated at the time the GSLO condenser hot well high 
level alarm annunciated. The GSLO condenser hot well drain pump should have 
automatically started before the high level alarm was received. 
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The second concern evolved from the fact that the condenser hot well level continued to 
rise despite the GSLO drain pump operating within the expected parameters. 

The plan called for the licensee to identify all potential causes of the GSLO condenser 
hotwell level control malfunction. Through a detailed review of system LER's, previous 
events, piping and instrumentation drawings, system schematics, and system 
surveillance procedures, the licensee proposed the failure modes for each of the 
problem statements and developed action statements to investigate each failure mode. 

The inspectors reviewed the licensee developed failure modes and action plans to 
address each one and concluded that the licensee had reasonably addressed each 
possible issue. 

Results of Investigation and Troubleshooting Effort · 

The licensee could not determine an apparent cause for the GSLO condenser hot well 
level control malfunction. However, the licensee did determine that were four likely 
contributors to the failure. The first possible contributor to the event included air binding 
of the GSLO leakoff condenser drain pump. To alleviate this problem the licensee 
installed a continuous pump vent on the discharge side of the piping. 

The second contributor suggested that the pressure control valve (PCV) 3-2399-79 may. 
have contributed to the malfunction. The 3-2399-79 valve, which is located downstream 
of the GSLO hot well drain pump, functions in the full open position and is included to 
help control discharge pressure. The licensee proposed that this valve be replaced with 
an orifice to eliminate any possible additional failure modes that would be created if this 

. valve happened to fail. 

The third contributor was possible degradation of the hot well drain pump. A licensee 
investigation concluc;ied that it was likely due to the fact that normal wear on the 
mechanical seals would have contributed to the air-inleakage. The licensee decided to 
monitor this pump's performance through the in-service testing· program. 

The final possible contributor was the performance of the 3-2301-46 valve. The 46-valve 
regulates the GLSO ·condenser drain pump water discharge flow. The GLSO drain pump 
discharges into the HPCI system's booster pump suction pathway. Improper regulation 

· · of the drain pump discharge flow could cause dead heading of the drain pump thus not 
allowing the flow through the pump. The licensee investigation suggested that the valve 
size and trimming may be misapplied. The reasoning for this conclusion originated from 
the fact that Quad Cities Nuclear Power Station's HPCI· system 46-valve was changed 
from a 4-inch valve (1 inch stroke) to a 3-inch valve (3/4 inch stroke) after experiencing 
pump cavitation and dead heading problems. The valve was adjusted to the smaller 
specification to have a short stroke for prompt response to system conditions. Dresder:i 
HPCI system 46-valve was still a 4-inch valve (1-inch stroke). The licensee. planned to 
continue study to determine if a valve trim change similar to that used at Quad Cities 
should be performed . 
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Overall HPCI Performance and Licensee Actions to Improve System Performance 

The inspectors reviewed the performance of both the Unit 2 and 3 HPCI system since 
January 1, 1997. The inspectors noted that the licensee had declared the HPCI system 
for both units inoperable seventeen times over that time period. Nine LERs were written 
for Unit 2 HPCI system and eight for Unit 3's HPCI system. Seven of these LERs were 
due to problems associated with the performance of the GSLO condenser level control 
system. The others involved both examples of repeat component failures and design 
deficiencies. The inspectors also noted that the HP.Cl systems at Dresden had an. 
approximate 50-percent first run failure rate during completion of quarterly operability 
surveillance tests over the same time period. 

In order to improve the system performance, the licensee began a point-by-point review 
of the HPCI system. This point-by-point system review will involve a dedicated team of 
licensee personnel reviewing failure modes and vendors' recommendations for several 
vital HPCI system components. · 

c. Conclusion 

• 

The inspectors concluded that the licensee's troubleshooting and investigation plan for 
the HPCI system failures was thorough. However, the inspectors continue to be 
concerned about the number of HPCI failures over the past 2 years. The licensee 
established a team to perform a point-by-point review of the HPCI system. 

4.2 Post Accident Monitoring Equipment 

a. Inspection Scope (37551) 

The inspectors assessed the performance of the engineering staff in support of the plant 
heat trace systems. 

b. Observations and Findings 

Post-Accident Drywell and Torus Sample Lines' Heat Trace 

. On October 21, 1998, during routine inspections of the auxiliary equipment electric room, 
the inspectors noted that the setpoints on the heat trace controllers for the Post-LOCA 

.. containment hydrogen and oxygen analyzer were too low. Signs posted above the 
controllers said that the setpoints should be 165°F and 220°F, but the actual values were 
163°F (panel 2253-91, TC2) and 212°F (panel 2253-92, TC1) .. 

The inspectors questioned the system engineer about the frequency with the heat trace 
was verified, the actual alarm setpoints, and the system operability. The system 
engineer provided correspondence from 1984 that discussed the inability of the heat 
trace system to maintain the original design temperature of 280°F. The 1984 letter 
provided an engineering contractor's conclusion that, although the heat trace could only 
maintain the lines at 255°F, the heat trace performance was still within the requirements 
of NUREG 0737. From the letter, the system engineer concluded that the system was 
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operable. In response to the inspectors' questions about alarm setpoints and periodic 
verifications, the system engineer concluded that the requirements for calibration and 
monitoring needed to be improved. The licensee assigned tasks for updating the alarm 
response procedure and routine rounds procedures. The tasks were assigned under 
Nuclear Tracking System (NTS) # 237-201-98-45501, and were not completed at the end 
of the inspection period. 

The 1984 letter was not an operability evaluation. The inspectors subsequently asked for 
. the formal basis for operability. The system engineer informed the inspectors that an 
operability evaluation had not been performed following discovery of the low setpciints. 
However, the system engineer then provided evaluation 98-025, Rev. 0, started in May of 
1998. The operability evaluation was performed following discovery that the heat trace 
setpoints for the sample piping from the drywell to the primary containment monitoring 
panels were set differently than the design basis documents. The design basis 
documents stated that a sample line temperature of 300°F was required, however, the 
setpoints actually were set to 260°F on Unit 2 and 220°F on Unit 3. The system engineer 
stated that the operability evaluation may be revised to incorporate the findings of the 
inspectors. 

The inspectors had several concerns with the information received. First, the operability 
evaluation was not consistent with the earlier information provided to the inspectors with 
regards to the design requirements for the temperature of the heat trace (280°F or 
300°F). Second, the operability evaluation did not discuss the fact that the torus heat 
trace controller was below its requirement. Third, the insp.ectors were not informed of the 
operability evaluation until the last day of the inspection period, so insufficient time was 
available to review the evaluation. The issue of the heat trace is an inspection follow-up 
item (IFI 50-237;249/98026-03) pending further review and resolution of the above 
issues. 

c. Conclusions 

The heat trace system temperature controllers for the post accident monitoring system. 
were not set correctly and were not in a routine calibration program. The design 
temperature specifications provided by the licensee regarding system operability were 
inconsistent. 

EB Miscellaneous Engineering Issues (92903) 

E8.1 (Closed) Licensee Event Report 50-237/95014-00: Unexpected Operation of the 
Pressure Suppression Chamber to Drywell Vacuum Breakers Due to Inadequate Training 
and Procedure Deficiency. The licensee submitted Revision 1 to this LER on 
February 7, 1996. Revision 0 is closed. 

E8.2 (Closed) Licensee Event Report 50-237/95014-01: Unexpected Operation of the 
Pressure Suppression Chamber to Drywell Vacuum Breakers Due to Inadequate Training 
arid Procedure Deficiency. The licensee submitted Revision 2 to this LER on 
March 28, 1996. Revision 1 is closed. 
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8.3 

E8.4 

E8.5 

E8.6 

E8.7 

~8.8 

• 

(Closed) Licensee Event Report 50-249/96008-00: Isolation Condenser Group V 
Isolation While Shutdown from Trapped Air Between the Inboard and Outboard 
Condensate Return Valves Due to Procedure Deficiency. The licensee submitted 
Revision 1 to this LER on October 17, 1996. Revision 0 is closed. 

(Closed) Licensee Event Report 50-249/96008-01: Isolation Condenser Group V 
Isolation While Shutdown from Trapped Air Between the Inboard and Outboard 
Condensate Return Valves Due to Procedure Deficiency. The corrective actions were 
not fully effective, and the event repeated on March 29, 1997, and was documented in 
LER 50-249/97-004-00.' Tracking of the corrective action was done through the 
1997 LER. Revision 1 to LER 50-249/96008 is closed. 

(Closed) Licensee Event Report 50-249/97004-00: Isolation Condenser Spurious 
Group V Isolation due to Steam Flash in Condensate Return Line due to 
Design/Installation Deficiency. The licensee submitted Revision 1 to this LER on 
November 14, 1997. Revision 0 is closed. 

(Closed) Licensee Event Report 50-249/98004-00: Unit 3 Manual Scram Due to 
Decreasing Condenser Vacuum Caused by a Stuck Open Turbine Crossaround Relief 
Valve. The licensee submitted Revision 1 to this LER on August 31, 1998. Revision 0 is 
closed. 

(Closed) Licensee Event Report 50-237/98008-00: Reactor Scram Results from Unit 
Auxiliary Transformer 21 Modification Design Error. The licensee submitted .Revision 1 
to this LER on August 31, 1998. Revision 0 is closed. 

(Closed) Temporary Instruction (Tl) 2515/128: Plant Hardware Modifications to 
Reactor Vessel Water Level Instrumentation (NRC Bulletin 93-03). The objective of the 
Tl was to verify and evaluate licensee implementation of hardware modifications to the 
reactor vessel water level instrumentation by licensees in response to NRC Bulletin 
(NRCB) 93-03, "Resolution of the Issues Related to Reactor Vessel Water Level 
Instrumentation in BWRs," and to evaluate the licensee's performance implementing the 
requirements of 10 CFR 50.59 with respect to this design modification. 

Inspection Report 93017 documented appropriate immediate corrective actions for 
. NRCB 93-03. Inspection Report 93024 documented additional discussions of the issue. 

NRC Information Notice 93-89, "Potential Problems with BWR Level Instrumentation 
Backfill Modifications," stated that the original design for the backfill system at Dresden 
and Quad Cities was such that inadvertent closure of the manual isolation valve would 
result in multiple safety relief valves opening. Inspection Report 93029 documented that 
the licensee considered the design to cause an "Unreviewed Safety Question." The 
licensee submitted the design change to the NRC for approval, but subsequently 
withdrew the submittal on March 31, 1994. 

Instead, on March 11, 1994, the licensee sought approval for a different design that did 
not present an "Unreviewed Safety Question" but instead was a change to the technical 
specifications. On July 6, 1994, the NRC approved the license amendment for Dresden 
and Quad Cities. In the approval, the NRC wrote, "Based on our review contained in the 
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enclosed safety evaluation, the staff finds that the modifications meet the intent of the 
Bulletin [NRCB 93-03] and the proposed schedule of implementation is acceptable." The 
licensee completed Modification Number M12-2-93-004 on May 24, 1995, for Unit 2, and 
Modification Number M12-3-93-004 on May 13, 1996, for Unit 3. 

The inspectors re-visited the 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation and identified no new concerns. 
The safety evaluation report by the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation noted that the 
piping design eliminated the consequences of an inadvertent closure of the instrument 
rack reference leg root valve. The inspectors verified that the backflow rate was set 
appropriately and was reviewed during routine rounds. The inspectors verified that the 
valves in the modification were included in the licensee's inservice testing plan. No 
concerns were identified by the inspectors. This item is closed. 

E8.9 (Closed) URI 50-237;249/97006-05 (DRP): Administrative requirements for procedure 
revisions. The subject URI documented an example of execution of a Dresden 
Engineering Surveillance that was inadequate for the task at hand. Subsequent to the 

· specific example discussed in IR 97-006, the NRC documented concerns with an 
emergent negative trend associated with inadequate procedures and their impact on 
plant operations (reference Inspection Reports 97019, 97024, 98003, and 98014). The 
NRC issued a Notice of Violation (VIO 50-2371249\98003-01) that documented multiple 
examples of inadequate procedures. Licensee corrective actions for the general topic of 
inadequate procedures, and for the specific example documented in URI 97006-05, will · · 
be tracked and inspected under the existing NOV. This item is closed. 

8.10 (Closed) Temporary Instruction (Tl) 2515/121: Verification of Mark I Hardened Vent 
Modifications (NRC Generic Letter 89-16). The inspectors reviewed 
Modification M12-2-90-029 for Unit 2 and Modification M12-3-90-029 for Unit 3. The 
inspectors also reviewed hardened vent inspection efforts (See Inspection 
Report 94003), the 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation and operational procedures, and performed 
a walkdown of accessible portions of the modification. 

The inspectors verified that emergency operation procedures .for the hardened vent 
system had been implemented. The inspector verified that operating personnel were 
familiar with procedures for emergency venting of the containment for protection against 
failure due to overpressure. The inspectors also verified that there were no 

. inconsistencies between Dresden's Emergency Plan and the emergency operation 
procedures. 

However, the inspectors were unable to verify that the licensee had addressed design 
inadequacies or weakness noted in IR 94003. These design issues included the 
following: 

1. A !oss of normal instrument air or off-site power would cause pre-existing vent 
and purge valves to fail close. Since these vent valves are included ·in the vent 
pathway for the hardened vent modification the hardened vent system would be 
inoperable for those events. Those pre-existing valves had no manual operator 
and therefore could not be opened. · 
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2. Failed fuel events, the effect of radiant heating from adjacent piping, and the 
effects of entrained water, were not considered adequately addressed in tt:ie 
design of the licensee's har.dened vent modification. 

Pending further NRC review of the matter, and pending further discussion of the above 
issues with the licensee, this is considered an Inspection Follow-up Item 
(IFI 50-273;249/98026-04). 

The inspectors identified no concerns during the walkdown of assessable piping for the 
modification. 

IV. Plant Support Areas 

Radiological Protection and Chemistry (RP & C) 
.'l 

R2 Status of RP&C Facilities and Equipment 

R2.1 Material Condition and Housekeeping of Torus Basements (71707. 71750) 

The inspectors noted that the licensee completed deco.ntamination and painting of the 
Unit 3 torus basement. The contaminated area was reduced by over 10,000 square feet. 
The licensee planned to decontaminate the Unit 2 Torus Basement by the end of 
December 1998 . 

• The reduction of contaminated areas was a positive initiative. It provided easier access 
to areas under the torus and facilitated identification of any problems in the area. Note, 
however, Section 04.1 of this report identified the need for licensee staff to be more alert 
for problems while touring the plant, and in particular while touring the Unit 3 torus 
basement. 

R4 

R4.1 

a. 

• 

Staff Knowledge and Performance in RP&C 

Increase in Unit 3 Drvwell Containment Atmosphere Monitoring Counts 

. Inspection Scope (71750) 

The inspectors identified a slight upward trend in the Uriit 3 Drywell Containment 
Atmosphere Monitor (CAM) counts and pursued the issue with various licensee 
departments . 
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b. Observations and Findings 

On October 26, 1998, the inspectors toured the reactor building spaces and noted that 
the Unit 3 drywell CAM was showing a higher count rate than previously noted. The 
inspectors reviewed a data log maintained at the CAM and noted that count rate had 
approximately doubled over a two week period. The counts had risen from 
approximately 700 counts per minute to approximately 1500 counts per minute; the alarm 
setpoint was 3000 counts per minute. 

The inspectors initially brought the matter to the attention of the control room operators. 
Non-licensed operators had not raised the issue; operators in the main control room were 
not aware of the increase in the drywell CAM rate, but were knowledgeable of the fact 
that the Unit 3 drywell sump pumpdown rates showed no indication ofincreased drywell 
leakage. The inspectors discussed the matter with radiation protection personnel and 
were informed that rad protection technicians logged the CAM data on a daily basis. 
However, since the count rate had not reached the alarm setpoint, the increase in the 
noted count rate had not been passed on to other departments. The inspectors also 
discussed the matter with Chemistry department personnel and were informed that the 
Chemistry department staff analyzed the drywell air sample results via a quarterly 
sur\ieillance procedure. Following discussions with the inspectors, the chemistry 
department staff identified a slight increase in drywell air sample chemistry results. 

The early increased trends noted by the inspectors were not indicative of a gross leak in 
the Unit 3 drywell. At.the end of the inspection period, the data were still below station 
alarm setpoints and required action levels. However, the inspectors were concerned that 
the various indicators that suggested the possible start of a small leak in the drywell were 
compartmentalized and not shared between the various station department personnel. 
While personnel of the various departments involved performed according to 
proceduralized requirements, the station personnel did not communicate well across 
departments and missed potential early indicators of an increase in leakage in the Unit 3 
drywell. 

c. Conclusions 

The inspectors identified an emergent negative trend in Unit 3 drywell air chemistry. 
Though minor, the issue revealed a lack of coordination and communication betWeen 
departments with respect to early identification of potential drywell leaks. 

Security and Safeguards 

S4 Security and Safeguards Staff Knowledge and Performance 

S4.1 Security Personnel Performance (81700) 

The inspectors routinely reviewed the security staff performance during ingress and 
egress. No concerns were identified. However, during this period, the licensee identified 
mixed performance of the security staff . 
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Good performance was shown when the staff identified contraband (a weapon and 
alcohol) that were inadvertently being brought in via vehicles. However, poor 
performance was shown by the failure of the staff to assure that the correct questions 
were asked of personnel attempting to access the station. Also, the security staff 
inadvertently secured a zone of the perimeter electronic field while attempting to perform 
maintenance on another section. The last issue required a formal notification to the 
NRC, and will be reviewed further upon receipt of the security event report. 

V. Management Meetings 

X1 Exit Meeting Summary 

The inspectors presented the inspection results to members of licensee management at 
the conclusion of the inspection on November 24, 1998. The licensee acknowledged the 
findings presented. 

The inspectors asked the licensee whether any materials examined during the· inspection · 
should be considered proprietary. No proprietary information was identified. 
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PARTIAL LIST OF PERSONS CONTACTED 

Licensee 

G. Abrel, Reg Assurance NRC Coordinator 
L. Aldrich, Radiation Protection Manager 
J. Almon, Training Manager 
S. Barrett, Shift Operations Manager 
P. Boyle, Chemistry Manager 
P. Chabot, Site Engineering Manager 
R. Christensen, Unit t Operations Manager 
R. Fenili, Root Cause Investigator 
J. Heffley, Site Vice President 
R. Kelly, Reg Assurance NRC Coordinator 
W. Lipscomb, Site Vice President Assessor 
M. Pacilio, Work Control and Outage Manager 
G. Ponce, Superintendent of Electrical Maintenance Department 
F. Spangenberg, Reg Assurance Manager · 
S. Stiles, Assessment Manager 
R. Weidner, Corrective Actions Program Supervisor 
D. Winchester, Nuclear Oversight Manager 

•

. Dickson, Resident Inspector 

. Riemer, Senior Resident Inspector 
M. Ring, Branch Chief 
D. Roth, Resident Inspector 
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INSPECTION PROCEDURES USED 

Onsite Engineering IP 37551 
IP 40500 Effectiveness of Licensee Controls in Identifying, Resolving, and Preventing 

IP 61726 
IP 62707 
IP 64704 
IP 71707 
IP 71750 
IP 71750 
IP 92901 
IP 92902 
IP 92903 
IP 92904 

Problems 
Surveillance Observations 
Maintenance Observation 
Fire Protection Program 
Plant Operations 
Plant Support Activities 
Plant Support Activities 
Follow-up - Operations 
Follow-up - Maintenance 
Follow-up - Engineering 
Follow-up - Plant Support . 

ITEMS OPENED, CLOSED, AND DISCUSSED 

Opened 

50-237;249/98026-01 
50-237; 249/98026-02 
50-237;249/98026-03 

50~237 /98026-04 

Closed 

50-237;249/98026-01 
50-237;249/98026-02 
50-237195014-00 

50-237/95014-01 

50-249/96008-00 

NCV 
NCV 

IFI 

NCV 
NCV 
LER 

LER 

LER 

IFI 

Inadequate Surveillance Instructions 
Failure of to Follow Procedures 
Post-Accident Drywell and Torus Sample Lines' 
Heat Trace Temperature Setpoint. 
Follow-up of Issues Concerning Mark I Hardened 
Vent Modification. 

Inadequate Surveillance Instructions 
Failure of to Follow Procedures 
Unexpected Operation of the Pressure Suppression 
Chamber to Drywell Vacuum Breakers Dt,Je to 
Inadequate Training and Procedure Deficiency. 

Unexpected Operation of the Pressure Suppression 
Chamber to Drywell Vacuum Breakers Due to 
Inadequate Training and Procedure Deficiency. 

Isolation Condenser Group V Isolation While 
Shutdown from Trapped Air Between the Inboard 
and Outboard Condensate Return Valves Due to 
Procedure Deficiency. 
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0-249/96008-01 LER 

50-249/97004-00 LER 

50-249/98004-00 LER 

50-237198008-00 LER 

50-237;249/97006-05 URI 

Temporary Instruction (Tl) 2515/128 

Temporary Instruction (Tl) 2515/121 

is cussed 

. Isolation Condenser Group V Isolation While 
Shutdown from Trapped Air Between the Inboard 
and Outboard Condensate Return Valves Due to 
Procedure Deficiency. 

Isolation Condenser Spurious Group V Isolation due 
to Steam Flash in Condensate Return Line due to 
Design/Installation Deficiency .. 

Unit 3 Manual Scram Due to Decreasing Condenser 
Vacuum Caused by a Stuck Open Turbine 
Crossaround Relief Valve. 

Reactor Scram Results from Unit Auxiliary 
Transformer 21 Modification Design Error. 

Administrative requirements for procedure revisions. 

Plant Hardware Modifications to Reactor Vessel 
Water Level Instrumentation (NRC Bull~tin 93-03). 

Mark I Hardened Vent Modification (NRC Generic 
Letter 93-03). 
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CAM 
DIS 
DOS 
GSLO 
HPCI 
IFI 
IR 
IST 
LER 
LPCI 
NCV 
NLO 
N~C 
NSO 
PIF 
RPS 
soc 
SGTS 
TS 
UFSAR 
URI 

.VIO 

LIST OF ACRONYMS USED 

Containment Atmosphere Monitoring 
Dresden Instrument Surveillance 
Dresden Operating 
Gland Seal Leakoff 
High Pressure Coolant Injection 
Inspection Follow-up Item 
Inspection Report 
In Service Tests 
Licensee Event Report 
Low Pressure Coolant Injection 
Non-Cited Violation 
Non-Licensed Operator 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Nuclear Station Operator 
Problem Identification Form 
Reactor Protection System 
Scram Derate Challange 
Standby Gas Treatment System 
Technical Specification 
Updated Final Safety Analysis Report 
Unresolved Item 
Violation . 
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